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In his essay on Lullubum, H. Klengel quoted a Middle Assyrian inscription from the Nineveh collection of the British Museum which W.G. Lambert had communicated to him. This is a royal inscription and so merits a place in the RIM project, despite uncertainty about its exact identification.

The text is the left half of a tablet of soft whitish clay now numbered BM 81-7-27,76. In his Catalogue of the Kouyunjik Collection, Carl Bezold described it as 'Part of an inscription of an Ass. king', adding that it mentions KUR.lu-ul-lu-ma-a. The surviving portion of the tablet measures 7.85 x 7.3 cm., but its original width was probably almost twice as great as its height, giving it a shape that is not common for royal inscriptions which are usually written on tablets higher than they are wide. In this respect it is reminiscent of the foundation tablet of Zimri-Lim from Hana.

The faces of the tablet are damaged in such a way as to hinder interpretation, especially of the first two extant lines which contained proper names. Combining the traces of line 2' with those in line 8', W.G. Lambert proposed to read a personal name, mi-ri-is-ти-en-ni. This is attractive, but has to remain uncertain, and, being an unknown name, does not help further identification of the text at present.

Lacuna of one (?) line.
1' [...] x x x [...] 2' [...] x x x [...] 3' [...] x x x [...] 4' [...] x x x [...] 5' [...] x x x [...] 6' [...] x x x [...] 7' [...] x x x [...] 8' [...] x x x [...] 9' [...] x x x [...] 10' [...] x x x [...] 11' [...] x x x [...] (upper edge)
12' [...] x x x [...] (reverse)

Commentary
2' cf.8' If correctly read, this could be a Hurrian-Akkadian hybrid name, 'Desire of the gods'. 4' nālippu is not found elsewhere with this plene writing.
5' The sign following KUR does not resemble lu as W.G. Lambert suggested (see n.1).
12' KUR.lullumä with final á is usually a gentilic, and it is possible the traces of the following sign might be read ú to give lullumäyu, the full form of the gen-

1 MIO 11 (1965) 349-71, see p.361, n.68.
2 Bezold, Cat. 4, p.1801.
3 E. Herzfeld, RA 11 (1914) pp.131ff.
4 As cited by Klengel, loc. cit.
The country Lullubê or Lullumê, earlier Nullu or Lullu, occurs first in Assyrian inscriptions under Adad-narari I and Shalmaneser I, both of whom claimed to be its conquerors. The present piece could belong to that period, judging by its script. The note on the left edge indicates that it could be an archival copy of a royal foundation text, but the question of its origin remains open. Is it an inscription recording an Assyrian conquest and rebuilding, or is it a copy of a local Lullumean king's monument, brought as booty to Nineveh? The opening genealogy is unlikely to be any but the author's, and that would imply it is not Assyrian. The answers lie in the other half of the tablet, and that may be more easily recognised through the publication of this part.
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